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IND-ABELIAN CATEGORIES AND QUASI-COHERENT
SHEAVES
DANIEL SCHA¨PPI
Abstract. We study the question when a category of ind-objects is abelian.
Our answer allows a further generalization of the notion of weakly Tannakian
categories introduced by the author. As an application we show that, under
suitable conditions, the category of coherent sheaves on the product of two
schemes with the resolution property is given by the Deligne tensor product
of the categories of coherent sheaves of the two factors. To do this we prove
that the class of quasi-compact and semi-separated schemes with the resolution
property is closed under fiber products.
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2 DANIEL SCHA¨PPI
1. Introduction
1.1. Ind-abelian categories. It is a well-known fact that the category Ind(A ) of
ind-objects of an abelian category A is again abelian. On the other hand, for any
commutative ring R, the category of ind-objects of the category ModfpR of finitely
presentable R-modules is equivalent to the category ModR of all R-modules. If R
is not coherent, then ModfpR is not abelian, so A being abelian is not a necessary
condition for Ind(A ) to be abelian. Our goal is to characterize categories whose
category of ind-objects is abelian.
Definition 1.1. A finitely cocomplete1 R-linear category A is called ind-abelian
if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) Every epimorphism in A is regular, that is, it is a cokernel of some other
morphism;
(ii) If the bottom row in the commutative diagram
B
p′ // //
f ′

A
f

0

W
p // V
q // // U // 0
of solid arrows is right exact, then there exists an epimorphism p′ and a
morphism f ′ making the above diagram commutative.
Example 1.2. The category of finitely presentable modules of a ring R is ind-
abelian. Indeed, since the kernel of an epimorphism between finitely presentable
modules is finitely generated, we can write it as a quotient of a finitely generated
free module. This shows that every epimorphism is regular.
To see part (ii) of the definition, note that the assumption implies that f factors
through the image of p. If the pullback along this factorization is finitely pre-
sentable, we are done. If not, we can still find a finite set of elements in it whose
image generates A. We can then take B to be any finitely generated free module
surjecting onto these elements.
In §2 we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3. A finitely cocomplete R-linear category A is ind-abelian if and only
if Ind(A ) is abelian.
The author’s interest in this question stems from the desire to give a charac-
terization of categories of finitely presentable quasi-coherent sheaves of algebraic
stacks. Before stating this theorem in detail we outline an application.
1.2. The Deligne tensor product of categories of coherent sheaves. Fix a
commutative ring R. All the schemes we consider are schemes over Spec(R). Recall
that a noetherian scheme has the resolution property if every coherent sheaf is a
quotient of a locally free sheaf of finite rank.
If A and B are R-linear abelian categories, their Deligne tensor product A B,
if it exists, is the universal abelian category with a functor
A ×B → A B
1A category is called finitely cocomplete if it has all finite colimits. An R-linear category is
finitely cocomplete if and only if it has finite direct sums and cokernels.
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which is R-linear and right exact in each variable (see [Del90, §5]). One of the aims
of this article is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. Let X and Y be semi-separated noetherian schemes with the reso-
lution property. If X × Y is again noetherian, then there is an equivalence
Coh(X × Y ) ' Coh(X)Coh(Y )
of symmetric monoidal categories.
This gives a partial answer to a question posed by Martin Brandenburg on Math-
Overflow (http://mathoverflow.net/questions/55735). The following provides
a strategy for proving this theorem:
(i) We show that the contravariant functor Coh(−) which sends a noetherian
scheme with the resolution property to its category of coherent sheaves
gives an embedding of the category of such schemes in the 2-category of
R-linear abelian tensor categories.
(ii) We show that X × Y has the resolution property if X and Y do.
(iii) We show that the Deligne tensor product of two R-linear abelian tensor cat-
egories is a (bicategorical) coproduct in the 2-category of R-linear abelian
tensor categories.
(iv) We show that the Deligne tensor product Coh(X)  Coh(Y ) lies in the
image of Coh(−), that is, it is equivalent as R-linear tensor category to
Coh(Z) for some noetherian scheme Z with the resolution property.
If we can prove (i)-(iv), then we can prove Theorem 1.4 as follows. From (i)
and (ii) we deduce that Coh(X × Y ) is a (bicategorical) coproduct in the image
of Coh(−). Note that there is a priori no reason why Coh(X × Y ) should be a
coproduct among all R-linear abelian tensor categories. But from (iii) and (iv) we
know that Coh(X) Coh(Y ) is a coproduct in the image of Coh(−), so it must
be equivalent to Coh(X × Y ).
Unfortunately there are two major difficulties with this strategy. First, the
Deligne tensor product of two R-linear abelian tensor categories need not exist.
The second difficulty lies in the fourth step, where we have to show that a cer-
tain abstract abelian tensor category is the category of coherent sheaves on some
noetherian scheme Z with the resolution property.
To address the first problem it is convenient to drop the noetherian assumption.
If we do that, there is no reason to expect that the finitely presentable quasi-
coherent sheaves on X×Y coincide with the coherent ones. If we want to keep fact
(i), we have to consider the category QCohfp(X) of finitely presentable sheaves
instead of the category Coh(X) of coherent sheaves. This category is in general
not abelian, but it has cokernels, hence it is finitely cocomplete. Instead of the
Deligne tensor product we can consider the analogous universal property among all
finitely cocomplete R-linear categories. Kelly has shown that this tensor product
always exists [Kel05, §6.5]. We call it the right exact tensor product.
To address the second difficulty of showing that the right exact tensor pro-
duct Coh(X)  Coh(Y ) is of the form Coh(Z) for some scheme Z, we would
like to use a Tannakian recognition theorem. To the author’s knowledge there is
no recognition theorem that characterizes categories of coherent sheaves schemes
directly. However, in [Sch12], the author proved such a recognition theorem for
a class of algebraic stacks which contains all the (discrete) stacks represented by
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semi-separated noetherian schemes with the resolution property (see [Sch12, Theo-
rem 1.1.2]). Thus, instead of showing that Theorem 1.4 holds for schemes, we will
prove its generalization to a suitable class of algebraic stacks.
Therefore, to solve both difficulties at once, we have to consider categories
QCohfp(X) of finitely presentable quasi-coherent sheaves on algebraic stacks X.
These categories need not be abelian in general, so the recognition theorem from
[Sch12] does not apply to them. But the category QCohfp is ind-abelian. Our first
aim is therefore to generalize the Tannakian recognition theorem from [Sch12] to
the context of ind-abelian categories.
1.3. The Tannakian recognition theorem for Adams stacks. Following Nau-
mann [Nau07], we call a stack on the fpqc-site AffR of affine schemes over R al-
gebraic if it is associated to a flat affine groupoid. An fpqc-stack X is algebraic
if and only if it has an affine diagonal and there exists a faithfully flat morphism
X0 → X for some affine scheme X0. An algebraic stack is coherent if the category
QCohfp(X) of finitely presentable sheaves is abelian. In this case a sheaf is locally
presentable if and only if it is coherent.
An algebraic stack X over R has the strong resolution property if the dual objects
form a generator of QCoh(X), that is, for every M ∈ QCoh(X), there exists an
epimorphism ⊕
i∈IMi // M
of quasi-coherent sheaves where all the Mi have duals. An algebraic stack with the
strong resolution property is called an Adams stack.
Every quasi-compact and semi-separated scheme X represents a discrete alge-
braic stack. It is an Adams stack if X has the strong resolution property. In
particular, every semi-separated noetherian scheme with the resolution property
represents an Adams stack.
Before stating the Tannakian recognition theorem for Adams stacks we recall
the recognition theorem from [Sch12]. Let A be a symmetric monoidal abelian
R-linear category, and let B be a commutative R-algebra. Recall that
w : A →ModB
is called a fiber functor if it is faithful, exact, and strong symmetric monoidal. The
category A is called weakly Tannakian if there exists a fiber functor on A and
if for every A ∈ A there exists a dualizable object A′ ∈ A and an epimorphism
A′ → A. The recognition theorem from [Sch12] states that A is weakly Tannakian
if and only if there exists a coherent algebraic stack X with the resolution property
and an equivalence
A ' Coh(X)
of symmetric monoidal categories (see [Sch12, Theorem 1.1.2]).
The notion of ind-abelian categories allows us to generalize this recognition the-
orem to give a characterization of categories of the form QCohfp(X) where X is a
not necessarily coherent Adams stack.
Definition 1.5. Let A be an ind-abelian right exact symmetric monoidal R-linear
category, and let B be a commutative R-algebra. A functor
w : A →ModB
is called a fiber functor if it is faithful, flat, and right exact.
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If A satisfies the conditions:
(i) There exists a fiber functor w : A → ModB for some commutative R-
algebra B;
(ii) For all objects A ∈ A there exists an epimorphism A′ → A such that A′
has a dual;
it is called weakly Tannakian.
See §3.1 for a definition of flat functors. In §3 we prove the following generaliza-
tion of the recognition theorem from [Sch12].
Theorem 1.6. Let R be a commutative ring. An R-linear ind-abelian category A
is weakly Tannakian if and only if there exists an Adams stack X over R and an
equivalence
A ' QCohfp(X)
of symmetric monoidal R-linear categories.
Using this we can prove the following theorem, of which Theorem 1.4 is a con-
sequence.
Theorem 1.7. Let X and Y be Adams stacks over R. Then there is an equivalence
QCohfp(X × Y ) ' QCohfp(X)QCohfp(Y )
of symmetric monoidal categories, where  denotes Kelly’s tensor product of finitely
cocomplete R-linear categories.
The proof follows the strategy outlined in §1.2. The pseudofunctor which sends
an Adams stack X to QCohfp(X) is an embedding by [Sch12, Theorem 1.3.3].
Thus step (i) of the strategy works for Adams stacks. The analogue of step (ii) for
Adams stacks is a consequence of the following theorem, which we prove in §4.
Theorem 1.8. The class of Adams stacks is closed under fiber products.
Note that this theorem also gives new examples of schemes with the resolution
property. In [Gro12, Theorem 5.2], Gross has shown that all separated surfaces
over an excellent base ring have the resolution property. In general, the classical
criteria for the existence of locally free resolutions do not apply to finite products
of such surfaces.
To prove part (iii), we have to show that the Kelly tensor product of two right
exact symmetric monoidal categories is a bicategorical coproduct. This is a con-
sequence of the purely categorical fact that tensor products of symmetric pseu-
domonoids are bicategorical coproducts (see Theorem 5.2), which is a categorifica-
tion of the fact that tensor products of commutative algebras are coproducts.
In §6 we conclude the proof of Theorem 1.7 by showing that weakly Tannakian
ind-abelian categories are closed under Kelly’s tensor product.
Throughout the paper we fix a commutative ring R. Most of the categories
we consider are enriched in the category of R-modules. We frequently use basic
concepts from the theory of enriched categories such as left Kan extensions and
dense functors. These are discussed in detail in [Kel05, §§4-5]. A brief overview can
also be found in [Sch12, §2]. We recall the definition of Kelly’s tensor product of
finitely cocomplete categories in §2.3. This is a special case of the tensor product
described in [Kel05, §6.5].
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2. Ind-abelian categories
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3. We first show that A is ind-abelian if Ind(A ) is
abelian. Example 1.2 is a special case of this result, and the proof of the general
fact follows the same outline. We first recall some basic facts about locally finitely
presentable abelian categories.
An object C in a category C is called finitely presentable if C (C,−) preserves
filtered colimits. This means that any morphism from C to a filtered colimit
colimi∈I Ai factors through one of the structural morphisms Ai → colimi∈I Ai,
and that for any two such factorizations
C // Ai and C // Aj
there exists an object k ∈ I with morphisms i → k and j → k such that the
diagram
C //

Ai

Aj // Ak
commutes.
The object C is called finitely generated if C (C,−) preserves directed colimits
of monomorphisms. A cocomplete category C is called locally finitely presentable
if every object is a filtered colimit of finitely presentable objects. In this case we
write Cfp for the full subcategory of finitely presentable objects. Locally finitely
presentable categories were introduced by Gabriel and Ulmer [GU71].
The category C is called locally finitely generated if every object is a directed
union of finitely generated objects. If C is a locally finitely presentable category,
then the finitely generated objects are precisely the regular quotients of the finitely
presentable objects. If C is also abelian we can therefore use image factorizations
to show that C is also locally finitely generated. We give a proof of the following
standard lemma to provide an example for how these definitions are used.
Lemma 2.1. Let C be a locally finitely presentable abelian category. If the objects
B and C in the exact sequence
0 // A // B // C // 0
are finitely presentable, then A is finitely generated.
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Proof. Write A as a union of finitely generated subobjects Ai. Then C is the
directed colimit of the cokernels B/Ai. Since B is finitely presentable, there exists
a factorization
C
s // B/Ai // C
of the identity on C. By construction the two composites
A // C
s // B/Ai // C and A // B/Ai // C
are equal. Local presentability of A implies that there exists an index j such that
the diagram
A //

B/Ai

C
s // B/Ai // B/Aj
commutes. From this we deduce that A is a subobject of Aj , hence that A = Aj . 
Proposition 2.2. Let C be a finitely presentable abelian R-linear category. Then
Cfp is ind-abelian.
Proof. Let p : B → C be an epimorphism in Cfp, and let K ∈ C be the kernel of
p. From Lemma 2.1 it follows that K is finitely generated. Thus there exists an
epimorphism A→ K where A ∈ Cfp. It follows that the sequence
A // B
p // C // 0
in Cfp is right exact, hence that p is a regular epimorphism.
Now consider a solid arrow diagram in Cfp as in part (ii) of Definition 1.1. Let
k : K → V be the kernel of q in C . Then there exists a unique morphism g : A→ K
such that kg = f . Let
P
p′ // //

A
g

W // // K
be a pullback square in C . In general, P itself need not be finitely generated, but
we can always find a finitely generated subobject P0 of P such that the composite
P0 // P
p′ // // A
is still an epimorphism. Indeed, this follows from the fact that P is the directed
union of its finitely generated subobjects and the existence of image factorizations.
We obtain the desired square of dotted arrows in condition (ii) of Definition 1.1 by
choosing an epimorphism B → P0 such that B is finitely presentable. 
By applying the above proposition to the case C = Ind(A ) we can already
prove one half of Theorem 1.3, namely that A is ind-abelian if Ind(A ) is abelian.
Showing the converse is a bit more involved. We use the identification
Ind(A ) ' Lex[A op,ModR]
between the category of ind-objects of a finitely cocomplete R-linear category A
and the category of left exact R-linear functors A op → ModR. The latter sits
naturally in the category of all R-linear presheaves on A . Our strategy is to
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show that every ind-abelian category has a Grothendieck topology whose sheaves
are precisely the left exact presheaves. Since the associated sheaf functor is left
exact, it will follow that Lex[A op,ModR] is abelian. We present the argument in
slightly greater generality, which we will use in Section 2.3 to show that ind-abelian
categories over fields are closed under the Kelly tensor product.
Definition 2.3. Let A be a finitely cocomplete R-linear category. If Σ is a class
of right exact sequences
W
p // V
q // U // 0
in A , we write R(Σ) for the class of all the morphisms q which appear in an exact
sequence in Σ as above.
The class Σ is called an ind-class if it has the following two properties:
(i) For all q ∈ R(Σ), there is a right exact sequence
V
p // U // Z
∼= // 0
which lies in Σ.
(ii) For all exact sequences
W
p // V
q // U // 0
in Σ and all morphisms f : A → V with qf = 0, there exists a morphism
p′ ∈ R(Σ) and a morphism f ′ : B →W in A such that the diagram
B
p′ // //
f ′

A
f

0

W
p
// V
q
// // U
is commutative.
Example 2.4. If A is an ind-abelian category, then the class of all right exact
sequences is an ind-class. For this class, R(Σ) consists of the epimorphisms in A .
A singleton coverage (or singleton Grothendieck pretopology) on an R-linear cat-
egory A is a class of morphisms Ξ such that for all solid arrow diagrams
V ′
q′ //
f ′

U ′
f

V
q
// U
with q ∈ Ξ, there exist dotted arrows q′ ∈ Ξ and f ′ such that the above diagram
commutes. An R-linear functor F : A op →ModR is called a sheaf for the coverage
Ξ if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) The functor F sends morphisms in Ξ to monomorphisms;
(ii) For all q : V → U ∈ Ξ, an element x ∈ F (V ) lies in the image of F (q) if
and only if F (f)(x) = 0 for all f : A→ V with qf = 0.
Lemma 2.5. Let Σ be an ind-class in the finitely cocomplete R-linear category A .
Then R(Σ) is a singleton coverage.
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Proof. The defining condition for a coverage is obtained by applying condition (ii)
of Definition 2.3 to the exact sequence of condition (i). 
Proposition 2.6. Let A be a finitely cocomplete R-linear category and let Σ be
an ind-class in A . Then F : A op →ModR is a sheaf for the coverage R(Σ) if and
only if F preserves all the exact sequences in Σ.
Before proving this proposition we show how it implies that Ind(A ) is abelian
if A is ind-abelian.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let A be a finitely cocomplete R-linear category. First
suppose that Ind(A ) is abelian. Since Ind(A ) is always locally finitely presentable,
with Ind(A )fp = A , Proposition 2.2 implies that A is ind-abelian.
Conversely, suppose that A is ind-abelian. The class Σ of all right exact se-
quences is an ind-class by definition of ind-abelian categories (see Definitions 1.1
and 2.3). By Proposition 2.6, left exact presheaves are precisely the sheaves for the
coverage R(Σ) of (regular) epimorphisms. Since the associated sheaf functor is left
exact it follows that Ind(A ) ' Lex[A op,ModR] is a lex-reflective subcategory of
the abelian category [A op,ModR] of R-linear presheaves. It follows that Ind(A )
is abelian. 
To prove Proposition 2.6 we use the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.7. If F preserves exact sequences in Σ, then F is a sheaf for the singleton
coverage R(Σ). In particular, representable functors on A are sheaves for R(Σ).
Proof. Since F (q) is the kernel of F (p), it is a monomorphism, so it only remains to
show that the second sheaf condition holds. The image of F (q) coincides with the
kernel of F (p) by assumption, so it suffices to show that F (p)(x) = 0 for x ∈ F (V )
if and only if F (f)(x) = 0 for all f : A → V with qf = 0. Since qp = 0, one of
these implications is obvious. To see the other, assume that F (p)(x) = 0 and let
f : A → V be such that qf = 0. From the definition of ind-classes we find that
there exist morphisms p′ ∈ R(Σ) and f ′ such that the diagram
B
p′ // //
f ′

A
f

0

W
p
// V
q
// // U
commutes. Thus
F (p′) ◦ F (f)(x) = F (f ′) ◦ F (p)(x) = 0.
Since p′ lies in R(Σ) it follows that F (p′) is a monomorphism, which in turn implies
that F (f)(x) = 0. 
Lemma 2.8. In the situation of Proposition 2.6, let Sh(A ) denote the category of
sheaves for the singleton coverage R(Σ), and let
W
p // V
q // U // 0
be an exact sequence in Σ. Then the sequence
A (−,W )A (−,p)// A (−, V )A (−,q)// A (−, U) // 0
in Sh(A ) is exact.
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Proof. From the Yoneda lemma
Sh(A )
(
A (−, A), F )
∼=

Sh(A )(A (−,q),F ) // Sh(A )
(
A (−, V ), F )
∼=

FU
F (q) // FV
and the first sheaf condition it follows that A (−, q) is an epimorphism in the
category Sh(A ) for all q in R(Σ). It remains to show that A (−, p) induces an
epimorphism onto the kernel K of A (−, q). Let h : K → F be a morphism in
Sh(A ) such that the composite
A (−,W ) // K h // F
is zero. We have to show that h = 0.
Since the morphisms A (−, A)→ K where A runs through all the objects of A
are jointly epimorphic, it suffices to show that their composite with h is always
zero. By Yoneda there exists a morphism f : A → V such that the upper triangle
in the solid arrow diagram
A (−, B)
A (−,f ′)

A (−,p′)// // A (−, A)

A (−,f)
&&
A (−,W )
0
&&
// K
h

// A (−, V )A (−,q)// A (−, U)
F
commutes. Since A (−, f) factors through the kernel K of A (−, q), we know that
qf = 0. From the definition of ind-classes (see Definition 2.3) it follows that we
can choose p′ ∈ R(Σ) and f ′ in A in place of the dotted arrows such that the
above diagram is commutative. We have already observed that A (−, p′) is an
epimorphism in the category Sh(A ). Thus the composite A (−, A) → F is indeed
zero, as claimed. 
Proof of Proposition 2.6. Lemma 2.7 implies that any F : A op → ModR which
preserves exact sequences in Σ is a sheaf for the singleton coverage R(Σ). It remains
to show the converse.
Let F be a sheaf for R(Σ), and let
W
p // V
q // U // 0
be an exact sequence in Σ. By Lemma 2.8, the sequence
A (−,W )A (−,p)// A (−, V )A (−,q)// A (−, U) // 0
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in Sh(A ) is exact as well. The contravariant functor Sh(A )(−, F ) sends right exact
sequences to left exact sequences. Thus the Yoneda lemma
0

0

Sh(A )
(
A (−, U), F )
Sh(A )(A (−,q),F )

∼= // F (U)
F (q)

Sh(A )
(
A (−, V ), F )
Sh(A )(A (−,p),F )

∼= // F (V )
F (p)

Sh(A )
(
A (−, U), F ) ∼= // F (W )
implies that F preserves exact sequences in Σ. 
2.2. Closing subcategories of R-linear categories under colimits. Proposi-
tion 2.6 allows us to give a more explicit description of the Kelly tensor product of
two ind-abelian categories over a field. In order to do that we need to recall the
procedure of closing a subcategory under a class of colimits (see [Kel05, §3.5]).
Given a cocomplete R-linear category C and a full subcategory A , the closure
of A under finite colimits is the union of the countable sequence
A = C0 ⊆ C1 ⊆ C2 ⊆ . . . ,
where Ci+1 is the full subcategory of C whose objects are colimits of finite diagrams
in Ci. In general, this sequence need not stabilize after a finite number of steps,
hence the resulting closure is often very difficult to describe explicitly. The following
proposition provides a class of examples where the sequence terminates after two
steps.
Proposition 2.9. Let Σ be an ind-class, and let LexΣ[A op,ModR] be the full
subcategory of R-linear presheaves on A which send all the right exact sequences
in Σ to left exact sequences. Then the following conditions hold:
(i) The category LexΣ[A op,ModR] is locally finitely presentable and abelian;
(ii) For every finitely presentable object F in LexΣ[A op,ModR], there exists
a right exact sequence
m⊕
j=1
A (−, Bj) −→
n⊕
i=1
A (−, Ai) −→ F → 0;
(iii) The closure of A in LexΣ[A op,ModR] under finite colimits coincides with
the full subcategory of finitely presentable objects. It is in particular ind-
abelian.
Proof. Filtered colimits in LexΣ[A op,ModR] are computed as in [A op,ModR]
because finite limits commute with filtered colimits. It follows that the representa-
bles form a dense generator of finitely presentable objects in LexΣ[A op,ModR].
Thus LexΣ[A op,ModR] is locally finitely presentable. By Proposition 2.6,
LexΣ[A
op,ModR] = ShR(Σ)(A ),
so it is lex-reflexive and therefore abelian. This proves (i).
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For every finitely presentable object F there exists an epimorphism
n⊕
i=1
A (−, Ai) −→ F
since the representable functors form a dense generator. Its kernel is finitely gen-
erated by Lemma 2.1. Thus it admits an epimorphism from a finitely presentable
object. Applying the above argument again we get a right exact sequence
m⊕
j=1
A (−, Bj) −→
n⊕
i=1
A (−, Ai) −→ F → 0,
which shows that (ii) holds.
It remains to show (iii). By (ii), every finitely presentable object lies in the
closure of the representable functors under finite colimits. Conversely, we already
observed that every representable functor is finitely presentable, showing that A is
contained in LexΣ[A op,ModR]fp. The conclusion follows since finitely presentable
objects are closed under finite colimits. 
2.3. Kelly’s tensor product of finitely cocomplete categories. Given two
R-linear categories A and B, their tensor product A ⊗B has objects the pairs
(A,B) with A ∈ A and B ∈ B, and the R-module of homomorphisms from (A,B)
to (A′, B′) is given by A (A,A′)⊗B(B,B′) (where the tensor product is taken over
the base ring R). To give an R-linear functor A ⊗B → C amounts to giving two
families of R-linear functors (A → C )B∈B and (B → C )A∈A , subject to certain
natural compatibility conditions (see [Kel05, Diagram (1.21)] for details). Thus
A ⊗B is universal among “bilinear functors.” The usual adjunction formula for
tensor products is also valid, that is, there is an isomorphism
[A ⊗B,C ] ∼= [A , [B,C ]]
of R-linear categories (see [Kel05, §2.3]).
Even if A and B are finitely cocomplete, there is no reason why A ⊗B would
be cocomplete as well. However, Kelly has shown that there exists a finitely co-
complete R-linear category A B with a similar universal property in the world of
finitely cocomplete R-linear categories and right exact R-linear functors. Writing
Rex[A ,B] for the category of right exact R-linear functors, we have
Rex[A B,C ] ' Rex[A ,Rex[B,C ]]
for all finitely complete R-linear categories A , B, C (see [Kel05, Formula (6.24)]).
We call this tensor product the right exact tensor product. Note that the universal
property of A B is weaker than the one of A ⊗B. The former is universal only
up to equivalence, whereas the latter is universal up to isomorphism.
In order to prove the results of §6, we use the construction of A B from [Kel05,
§6.5], which we now recall. As an aside, this construction also allows us to prove
that the class of ind-abelian categories over a field is closed under the right exact
tensor product.
Let A and B be two R-linear categories. Let Σ be the class of sequences of the
form
(A,B)
p⊗idB // (A′, B)
q⊗idB // (A′′, B) // 0
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in A ⊗B, where
A
p // A′
q // A′′ // 0
is a right exact sequence in A , and similarly for right exact sequences in B. These
sequences are exact if R is a field, but they need not be exact in general. We write
LexΣ[(A ⊗B)op,ModR]
for the full subcategory of presheaves which send all the sequences in Σ to left
exact sequences. Note that if R is a field, then the representable functors on
A ⊗ B are contained in LexΣ[(A ⊗ B)op,ModR], but this does not hold for
general commutative rings R. However, the category LexΣ[(A ⊗B)op,ModR] is
always a reflective subcategory of the presheaf category [(A ⊗B)op,ModR] (see
[Kel05, Theorem 6.11]).
Proposition 2.10. The right exact tensor product A B of two R-linear categories
is given by the closure of the reflections of the representable functors in
LexΣ[(A ⊗B)op,ModR]
under finite colimits. The univeral bilinear right exact functor
Z : A ⊗B → A B
is given by the composite
A ⊗B Y // [(A ⊗B)op,ModR] R // LexΣ[(A ⊗B)op,ModR]
of the Yoneda embedding and the reflection R.
Proof. This is [Kel05, Proposition 6.21], where Φ-Alg = LexΣ[(A ⊗B)op,ModR]
and D = A B. 
Thus, for R = k a field, A  B is simply the closure of the representable
functors under finite colimits in LexΣ[(A ⊗B)op,ModR]. We can therefore use
Proposition 2.9 to show that for R = k a field, ind-abelian categories are closed
under the right exact tensor product.
Proposition 2.11. Let A and B be ind-abelian k-linear categories. Then A B
is ind-abelian.
Proof. Since we are working over a field, the class Σ defined above consists of right
exact sequences. By Proposition 2.9 it therefore suffices to show that Σ is an
ind-class. Condition (i) follows from the fact that the sequence
(V,B)
q⊗idB // (U,B)
0⊗idA // (0, B) // 0
lies in Σ for all epimorphisms q : V → U in A . To check that (ii) holds, let
(W,B)
p⊗idB // (V,B)
q⊗idB // (U,B) // 0
be a sequence in Σ, and let f : (A,B′)→ (V,B) be a morphism with q⊗ idB ◦f = 0.
Choose a basis (ei)i∈I of the vector space B(B′, B). Then there exist unique
morphisms fi : A → U such that f =
∑
i∈I fi ⊗ ei. All but finitely many of the fi
are zero, so without loss of generality we can write
f =
n∑
i=1
fi ⊗ ei.
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From the fact that
∑
i∈I qfi ⊗ ei = 0 we deduce that qfi = 0 for all i ∈ I. Since A
is ind-abelian, we can successively choose epimorphisms pi and morphisms hi such
that the diagrams
Ai
hi

pi // // A
fi◦p1◦...◦pi−1

W
p // V
commute. Then let ki = hi ◦pi+1 ◦ . . .◦pn for i < n, kn = hn, and p′ = p1 ◦ . . .◦pn.
By construction, the diagram
(An, B
′)
∑
ki⊗ei

p′⊗idB′// // (A,B′)
∑
fi⊗ei

(W,B)
p⊗idB // (V,B)
inA⊗B commutes. This shows that condition (ii) holds for this particular sequence
in Σ. The case of a sequence in Σ induced from a right exact sequence inB is proved
analogously. The claim now follows from Proposition 2.9 (iii). 
3. Weakly Tannakian categories
3.1. Recollections about flat functors. Since an ind-abelian category need not
have kernels, we cannot ask for a fiber functor to be left exact. The recognition
results from [Sch11, §§7-8] suggest that the correct generalization of left exact
functors to this context is the notion of flat functors.
Definition 3.1. Let A be an R-linear category, and let F : A → ModR be an
R-linear functor. The category of elements el(F ) of F has objects the pairs (A, a)
where a ∈ FA, and morphisms (A, a) → (B, b) the morphisms f : A → B with
Ff(a) = b.
The equivalence between conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of the following proposition
is well-known (see for example [OR70, Theorem 3.2]). We will later need the fact
that these are also equivalent to condition (v). The proof that (v) implies (i) is a
modification of the usual proof that (iii) implies (i).
Proposition 3.2. Let A be an R-linear category with finite direct sums, and let
F : A →ModR an R-linear functor. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) The category el(F ) is cofiltered;
(ii) The functor F is a filtered colimit of representable functors;
(iii) The left Kan extension LanY F of F along the Yoneda embedding
Y : A → PA
is exact;
(iv) For all reflective subcategories C of PA which contain the representable
presheaves the left Kan extension LanK F : C →ModR is left exact, where
K : A → C
denotes the corestriction of the Yoneda embedding;
(v) There exists a reflective subcategory C of PA such that the Kan extension
LanK F of F along the corestricted Yoneda embedding is left exact.
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Proof. (i) implies (ii). Since A has finite direct sums, F is the colimit of the
representable functors over F . By the Yoneda lemma, this category is equivalent
to el(F )op.
(ii) implies (iii). This follows from the fact that filtered colimits commute with
finite limits (see Lemma 6.3 for details).
(iii) implies (iv). By [Kel05, Theorem 4.47], LanK F is isomorphic to the re-
striction of LanY F to C . Since C is reflective, limits in C are computed as in
PA .
(iv) implies (v). Obvious.
(v) implies (i). Suppose that C is a reflexive subcategory of PA , let K be the
corestriction of the Yoneda embedding, and assume that LanK F is left exact. We
have to show that the category el(F ) of elements of F is cofiltered.
The category of elements of F is clearly non-empty, and since F preserves finite
direct sums it suffices to check that for any two morphisms f, g : (A, a) → (B, b)
in the category of elements, there exists a morphism h : (C, z) → (A, x) such that
fh = gh. If A had kernels, we could simply take C to be the kernel of f − g.
Instead we consider the kernel C ′ of f−g in the category C . The canonical cocone
on the diagram A /C ′ → PA exhibits C ′ as colimit in the category of all presheaves
on A . This colimit is preserved by the cocontinuous functor LanY F . Since LanK F
is isomorphic to the restriction of LanY K to C (see [Kel05, Theorem 4.47]), the
colimit in question is also preserved by LanK F . It follows in particular that the
collection of morphisms
(3.1) LanK F (x) : LanK F
(
A (−, A))→ LanK F (C ′)
where x ∈ A /C ′ is jointly epimorphic. Since K is fully faithful, the unit
α : LanK F ·K ⇒ F
of the Kan extension is an isomorphism. Let a′ = α−1A (a). Since LanK F is left
exact, the kernel of LanK F (f −g) is LanK(C ′). From the naturality of α it follows
that a′ ∈ LanK(C ′). Since the morphisms (3.1) are jointly epimorphic, there exists
a morphism
x : A (−, C)→ C ′
and an element c′ ∈ LanK F
(
A (−, C)) such that a′ = LanK F (x)(c′). The com-
posite
A (−, C) x // C ′ // A (−, A)
is of the form A (−, h) for a unique h : C → A, and by construction we have
fh = gh. Let c = αC(c
′). Using the naturality of α again we find that F (h)(c) = a.
Thus h : (C, c) → (A, a) gives the desired morphism in the category el(F ) which
equalizes f and g. This concludes the proof that el(F ) is cofiltered. 
Definition 3.3. An R-linear functor A → ModR satisfying the equivalent con-
ditions of Proposition 3.2 is called flat. Let B be a commutative R-algebra. By
abuse of terminology we call an R-linear functor A →ModB flat if the composite
with the forgetful functor ModB →ModR is flat.
3.2. Proof of the recognition theorem for Adams stacks. Theorem 1.6 is a
consequence of the corresponding recognition theorem for Hopf algebroids, which
we will prove in the next section.
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Theorem 3.4. Let R be a commutative ring, and let A be a weakly Tannakian
R-linear ind-abelian category, with R-linear fiber functor w : A → ModB. Then
there exists an Adams Hopf algebroid (B,Γ) in ModR, together with a symmetric
monoidal R-linear equivalence A ' Comodfp(B,Γ) such that the triangle
A
w
&&
' // Comodfp(B,Γ)
V

ModB
is commutative, where V denotes the forgetful functor.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Recall that the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on an
algebraic stack is equivalent to the category of comodules of the corresponding flat
Hopf algebroid (see [Nau07, §3.4] and [Goe08, Remark 2.39]). If X is an Adams
stack, then it is associated to an Adams Hopf algebroid (B,Γ). Since the dualizable
comodules of an Adams Hopf algebroid form a generator of the category of all
comodules (see [Hov04, Proposition 1.4.1]), the category Comodfp(B,Γ) satisfies
condition (ii) of the definition of a weakly Tannakian category. Moreover, since
Comod(B,Γ) is a locally finitely presentable abelian category, Comodfp(B,Γ)
is ind-abelian (see Theorem 1.3). The forgetful functor is clearly right exact and
faithful. It remains to check that it is flat. To do this one can either check by
hand that the category of elements is cofiltered. Alternatively we can use the
characterization of flat functors given in part (v) of Proposition 3.2.
Note that the forgetful functor Comod(B,Γ) → ModB is the left Kan ex-
tension of its restriction to Comodfp(B,Γ) along the inclusion Comodfp(B,Γ) ⊆
Comod(B,Γ). Indeed, the forgetful functor is a left adjoint and the subcategory of
finitely presentable objects is dense. The claim therefore follows from [Kel05, Theo-
rem 5.29]. Since (B,Γ) is a flat Hopf algebroid, the forgetful functor from comodules
to B-modules is exact. Thus the forgetful functor Comodfp(B,Γ)→ModB is flat
by part (v) of Proposition 3.2, with C = Comod(B,Γ).
This concludes the proof that Comodfp(A,Γ) is an R-linear ind-abelian weakly
Tannakian category with fiber functor given by the forgetful functor.
The converse follows from Theorem 3.4 as in the proof of [Sch12, Theorem 1.1.2].

3.3. Proof of the recognition theorem for Hopf algebroids. We follow the
strategy from [Sch12, §2.3]. We fix a commutative ring R, a weakly Tannakian
ind-abelian category A , and a fiber functor w : A →ModB . We write A d for the
full subcategory consisting of objects with duals.
Proposition 3.5. Let A be an essentially small finitely cocomplete category, and
let B be a commutative R-algebra. Then a functor F : A → ModB is flat if
and only if the left Kan extension L : Ind(A ) → ModB of F along the inclusion
A → Ind(A ) is left exact.
Proof. Since the forgetful functor ModB → ModR preserves all colimits, it pre-
serves Kan extensions. It also preserves limits and reflects isomorphisms, so by
composing with the forgetful functor we reduce the problem to the case B = R.
The claim follows from condition (v) of Proposition 3.2 for C = Ind(A ). 
Using this proposition we can prove the analogue of [Sch12, Proposition 2.3.1].
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Proposition 3.6. The left Kan extension L : Ind(A ) → ModB of w along the
inclusion A → Ind(A ) is left exact, comonadic, and strong symmetric monoidal.
Moreover, the category A d is a strong generator of Ind(A ).
Proof. Since w is right exact, the right adjoint w˜ of LanY w factors through Ind(A ).
Since L is isomorphic to the restriction of LanY w to Ind(A ) (see [Kel05, Theo-
rem 4.47]), this implies that L is a left adjoint. It is left exact by Proposition 3.5.
Since tensor products of ind-objects are defined as filtered colimits of tensor prod-
ucts inA , the functor L is symmetric strong monoidal. To show that L is comonadic
it remains to check that L is conservative.
Since Ind(A ) is abelian, L is conservative if and only if it is faithful, and a left
adjoint is faithful if and only if the unit is a monomorphism. The unit at an object
A ∈ A is given by
w−,A : A (−, A)→ Ind
(
A )(w−, w(A)) = w˜(w(A)),
which is a monomorphism by assumption. In any Grothendieck abelian category,
filtered colimits of monomorphisms are monomorphisms. Therefore it suffices to
prove that w˜ preserves filtered colimits. Equivalently, we want to show that w(A)
is finitely presentable for every A ∈ A .
By condition (ii) of the definition of weakly Tannakian categories, there exists
an epimorphism D → A in A such that D has a dual. By definition of ind-abelian
categories, this epimorphism is the cokernel of some morphism A′ → D. Again
using condition (ii) we get an epimorphism D′ → A′ such that D′ has a dual. Thus
we have a right exact sequence
(3.2) D′ // D // A // 0
in A . This exact sequence is preserved by the right exact functor w. Moreover,
since w is strong monoidal, it sends D and D′ to dualizable B-modules, which are
precisely the finitely generated projective B-modules. Thus w(A) is indeed finitely
presentable. This concludes the proof that L is faithful, hence that L is comonadic.
It remains to check that the category A d of duals forms a strong generator. By
[Kel05, Proposition 3.40] it suffices to check that Ind(A ) is the closure of the full
subcategory A d under colimits. Every object in Ind(A ) is a filtered colimit of
objects in A . Since the inclusion of A → Ind(A ) is right exact, the claim follows
from the existence of the right exact sequence (3.2). 
Using the second part of the above proposition we can show that [Sch12, Propo-
sition 2.5.1] holds for ind-abelian weakly Tannakian categories.
Proposition 3.7. Let L be the left Kan extension of w : A → ModB along the
inclusion A → Ind(A ). Write K : A d → Ind(A ) for the evident inclusion. The
functor K is dense, and L is the left Kan extension of the restriction of w to A d
along K.
Proof. From Proposition 3.6 we know that A d is a strong generator of Ind(A ).
Therefore it is dense by [DS86, Theorem 2 and Example (3)].
Since L is comonadic (see Proposition 3.6), it preserves all colimits. Thus it is
the left Kan extension of LK along K by [Kel05, Theorem 5.29]. The claim follows
from the fact that the restriction of L to A is isomorphic to w. 
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Corollary 3.8. Let wd denote the restriction of w to Ad. The comonad induced by
the functor L is naturally isomorphic (as a symmetric monoidal R-linear comonad)
to the comonad induced by LanY wd a w˜d.
Proof. The proof follows verbatim the proof of [Sch12, Corollary 2.5.2]. 
Corollary 3.9. The symmetric monoidal comonad induced by the functor L from
Proposition 3.6 is cocontinuous and Hopf monoidal.
Proof. The proof follows verbatim the proof of [Sch12, Corollary 2.5.3]. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. From Proposition 3.6 we know that Ind(A ) is equivalent to
the category of comodules of the comonad induced by L. Using Corollary 3.9, we
find that this comonad is induced by a flat Hopf algebroid (B,Γ). It only remains to
show that (B,Γ) is an Adams Hopf algebroid. Since the category of dual comodules
forms a generator of Ind(A ) ' Comod(B,Γ) (see Proposition 3.6), this follows
from [Sch12, Theorem 1.3.1]. 
4. Binary products and fiber products of Adams stacks
The proof of Theorem 1.8 proceeds in two steps. First, we prove that Adams
stacks are closed under finite products.
Theorem 4.1. If X and Y are Adams stacks, then X × Y is an Adams stack.
As an immediate corollary, we find that schemes with the resolution property
are closed under products.
Corollary 4.2. The class of quasi-compact semi-separated schemes with the strong
resolution property is closed under finite products.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.1 and the fact that the embedding of schemes
in stacks preserves products. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1, it is convenient to use the equivalence between
quasi-coherent sheaves on an algebraic stack X and comodules of the corresponding
Hopf algebroid.
Recall that a Hopf algebroid (A,Γ) is called an Adams Hopf algebroid if Γ,
considered as an (A,Γ)-comodule, is a filtered colimit of dualizable comodules Γi.
Theorem 4.1 is a consequence of the following theorem from [Sch12].
Theorem 4.3. An algebraic stack has the strong resolution property if and only if
it is associated to an Adams Hopf algebroid.
Proof. See [Sch12, Theorem 1.3.1]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since the associated stack functor preserves products, it suf-
fices to show that groupoids corresponding to Adams Hopf algebroids are closed
under finite products. Equivalently, we need to show that Adams Hopf algebroids
are closed under finite coproducts.
If (A,Γ) and (B,Σ) are Adams Hopf algebroids, with Γ a filtered colimit of
dualizable comodules Γi and Σ a filtered colimit of dualizable comodules Σj , then
Γ⊗R Σ is the filtered colimit of the (A⊗RB,Γ⊗R Σ)-comodules Γi⊗R Σj . The
conclusion follows from Theorem 4.3. 
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4.1. Fiber products. In this section we will conclude the proof that the class of
algebraic stacks with the resolution property is closed under (bicategorical) fiber
products. Our strategy is to reduce the problem to Theorem 4.1. We illustrate this
for the case schemes. If X, Y are quasi-compact semi-separated schemes with the
resolution property, and Z is a separated scheme, then the fiber product X ×Z Y
is a closed subscheme of X × Y . Since all closed subschemes of a scheme with the
resolution property have the resolution property it follows that X ×Z Y has the
resolution property. In this section we show that this argument generalizes to the
case where X, Y , and Z are algebraic stacks.
Lemma 4.4. Let (A,Γ) be an Adams Hopf algebroid, and let (B,Σ) be any flat
Hopf algebroid. Let
F : Comod(A,Γ)→ Comod(B,Σ)
be a symmetric strong monoidal R-linear functor with right adjoint G. If the counit
ε : FG⇒ id is an epimorphism, then (B,Σ) is an Adams Hopf algebroid.
Proof. The argument we give is an adaption of an argument due to Thomason (see
the proof of [Tho87, Lemma 2.6]).
Fix a (B,Σ)-comodule M . Since (A,Γ) has the resolution property, we can find
dualizable (A,Γ)-comodules Ni, together with an epimorphism⊕
i∈I Ni // G(M)
of comodules. Since F preserves duals and epimorphism, the composite⊕
i∈I F (Ni) // FG(M)
ε // M
gives the desired epimorphism of (B,Σ)-comodules. 
Lemma 4.5. Let (f0, f1) : (A,Γ) → (B,Σ) be a morphism of Hopf algebroids. If
the diagram
A
f0 //
σ

B
σ

Γ
f1
// Σ
(where σ denotes the morphism representing the source) is a pushout diagram, then
the counit of the induced left adjoint
Comod(A,Γ)→ Comod(B,Σ)
is an epimorphism.
Proof. We use the adjoint lifting theorem for comonads dual to [Joh75, Theorem 4].
The assumption that (f0, f1) fits in the above pushout diagram implies that the
2-cell part λ of the induced morphism
ModA
(f0)∗ //
+3λΓ⊗A−

ModB
Σ⊗B −

ModA
(f0)?
//ModB
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of comonads is invertible. Thus the mate of λ−1 under the adjunction (f0)∗ a U
in the sense of [KS74] endows U with the structure of a morphism of comonads.
Moreover, the counit ε : (f0)∗U ⇒ id is a 2-cell of comonad morphisms by construc-
tion. This shows that the counit of the induced adjunction between the categories
of comodules is obtained by lifting the counit of (f0)∗ a U .
Since U is faithful, the counit ε : (f0)∗U ⇒ id is an epimorphism. The conclusion
follows from the fact that a morphism of comodules is an epimorphism if and only
if its underlying morphism of modules is an epimorphism. 
Proposition 4.6. Let f : X → Y be an affine morphism of algebraic stacks. Then
the counit of the induced adjunction
f∗ : QCoh(Y )  QCoh(X) : f∗
is an epimorphism. Moreover, if Y is an Adams stack, then so is X.
Proof. Let p : Spec(A) → Y be a faithfully flat morphism, and let Spec(Γ) =
Spec(A)×Y Spec(A). Since f is affine, the pullback of p along f is given by a
faithfully flat morphism p′ : Spec(B)→ X. Let Spec(Σ) = Spec(B)×X Spec(B).
By construction, (A,Γ) and (B,Σ) are Hopf algebroids, with associated stacks Y
respectively X (see [Nau07, §3.3]). Moreover, the pullback of f gives a morphism
of Hopf algebroids (f0, f1) : (B,Σ) → (A,Γ) whose induced morphism between
associated stacks is f . The cancellation law for pullbacks shows that
Spec(Σ)
Spec(f1)

Spec(σ)// Spec(B)
Spec(f0)

Spec(Γ)
Spec(σ)
// Spec(A)
is a pullback diagram. Passing along the equivalence between affine schemes over
R and commutative R-algebras, this shows that (f0, f1) satisfies the condition of
Lemma 4.5. Therefore the counit of the induced adjunction between the categories
of comodules is an epimorphism. By Lemma 4.4 it follows that Comod(B,Σ) is
generated by duals if Comod(A,Γ) is.
Using the natural equivalences
Comod(A,Γ) ' QCoh(Y ) and Comod(B,Σ) ' QCoh(X)
(see [Goe08, Remark 2.39] and [Nau07, §3.4]) we find that the counit of the adjunc-
tion f∗ a f∗ is an epimorphism, and that X has the strong resolution property if
Y does. 
Corollary 4.7. Let X and Y be Adams stacks, and let Z be an algebraic stack.
Then the pullback X ×Z Y of f : X → Z and g : Y → Z is an Adams stack for all
morphisms of stacks f and g.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, the product X×Y is an Adams stack, so by Proposition 4.6
it suffices to show that the morphism
X ×Z Y → X × Y
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is affine. Since this morphism fits in a bicategorical pullback square
X ×Z Y

// Z
∆

X × Y
f×g
// Z × Z
it is obtained by pulling back the diagonal of Z. The claim follows from the fact
that the diagonal of an algebraic stack is affine. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. The category of Adams stacks is closed under fiber products
by Corollary 4.7. 
5. Bicategorical coproducts of right exact symmetric monoidal
categories
Recall that a symmetric monoidal R-linear category is right exact symmetric
monoidal if it is finitely cocomplete and the tensor product is right exact in each
variable. In this section we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let A and B be right exact symmetric monoidal R-linear cate-
gories. Then the right exact tensor product A B is a bicategorical coproduct in
the 2-category of right exact symmetric monoidal R-linear categories.
First note that the 2-category CatR of R-linear categories and the 2-category
Rex of finitely cocomplete R-linear categories and right exact R-linear functors
both are strict symmetric Cat-multicategories. The multi-hom-categories are given
by the category
[A1, . . . ,An;B]
of multi-functors that are R-linear in each variable, and the category
Rex[A1, . . . ,An;B]
of multi-functors that are R-linear and right exact in each variable respectively.
The forgetful functor
Rex→ CatR
is clearly a functor of strict symmetric Cat-multicategories.
Moreover, we have natural isomorphisms
(5.1) [A ,B;C ] ∼= [A ⊗B,C ]
and natural equivalences
(5.2) Rex[A ,B;C ] ' Rex[A B,C ]
by the universal properties of A ⊗B and A B. From (5.1) and (5.2) we get a
symmetric monoidal 2-category structure on CatR and Rex. Note that structure
on CatR is stricter. For example, the associator in CatR is an isomorphism and the
pentagon commutes strictly, whereas in Rex, the associator is only an equivalence,
and the pentagon only commutes up to coherent natural isomorphism. This stems
from the fact that (5.1) is an isomorphism, while (5.2) is only an equivalence.
A right exact symmetric monoidal R-linear category is precisely a symmetric
pseudomonoid in the symmetric monoidal bicategory (Rex,), in the sense of
[McC00, §4]. Since the pseudofunctor
−− : Rex×Rex→ Rex
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is symmetric monoidal (cf. [DS97, Proposition 16 and Definition 18]) it follows
that the tensor product A  B of two right exact symmetric monoidal R-linear
categories is a right exact symmetric monoidal R-linear category in a natural way.
Therefore Theorem 5.1 is a consequence of the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Let (M ,⊗, I) be a symmetric monoidal bicategory, and let A0 and
A1 be symmetric pseudomonoids in M , with product pk : Ak ⊗ Ak → Ak and unit
ik : I → Ak, k = 0, 1. Then the morphisms
A0 ' A0 ⊗ I A0⊗i1 // A0 ⊗A1 and A1 ' I ⊗A1 i0⊗A1 // A0 ⊗A1
are symmetric strong monoidal, and they exhibit A0⊗A1 as bicategorical coproduct
of A0 and A1 in the bicategory of symmetric pseudomonoids in M .
We defer the proof of this theorem to Appendix A.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. As we have just observed, a right exact symmetric monoidal
category is precisely a symmetric pseudomonoid in the symmetric monoidal 2-
category (Rex,). The claim follows immediately from Theorem 5.2. 
Using the above construction of the symmetric monoidal 2-categories (CatR,⊗)
and (Rex,) we can also show that
Z : A ⊗B → A B
is monoidal.
Proposition 5.3. The forgetful functor (Rex,)→ (CatR,⊗) is symmetric strong
monoidal, with structure map isomorphic to the functor
Z : A ⊗B → A B
from Proposition 2.10.
Proof. The symmetric monoidal structures on CatR and Rex are defined by trans-
fer of the respective strict symmetric Cat-multicategory structures along natural
isomorphisms, respectively natural equivalences. The forgetful functor
Rex→ CatR
is strictly compatible with the symmetric Cat-multicategory structure. Thus U
becomes symmetric monoidal by transfer of structure. The structure morphism
induces the composite
Rex[A B,C ] ' Rex[A ,B;C ]→ [A ,B;C ] ∼= [A ⊗B,C ],
which implies that it has the same universal property as Z. 
Remark 5.4. The above proposition can also be seen as a special case of results of
Hyland and Power [HP02] and Franco Lo´pez [LF11]. Namely, Rex is the category
algebras for a 2-monad of the KZ type, which is symmetric pseudo-commutative
by [LF11, Theorem 7.3 and Corollary 7.9]. The induced adjunction between alge-
bras and their underlying objects is symmetric monoidal by [HP02, Theorem 13],
generalized to the enriched context considered in [LF11].
As a corollary we find that Z is strong monoidal. This implies that Z preserves
duals, which we will use to show that the right exact tensor product of two weakly
Tannakian categories has enough duals.
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Corollary 5.5. The forgetful functor Rex→ CatR lifts to the categories of pseu-
domonoids, and the functor
Z : A ⊗B → A B
from Proposition 2.10 is strong monoidal.
Proof. Symmetric monoidal pseudofunctors lift to the categories of pseudomonoids
by [DS97, Proposition 15]. Moreover, the pseudonatural transformation
Rex×Rex
+3Z
 //

Rex

CatR×CatR ⊗ // CatR
is a monoidal pseudonatural transformation (see [DS97, p. 125]). Therefore it lifts
to the category of pseudomonoids, that is, it is naturally endowed with the structure
of a strong monoidal functor. 
We will use the following proposition to show that the right exact tensor product
of two fiber functors is a fiber functor.
Proposition 5.6. Let A and B be two commutative R-algebras. Then there is an
equivalence
ModfpA Mod
fp
B 'ModfpA⊗B
of symmetric monoidal R-linear categories. Moreover, the composite
ModfpA ⊗ModfpB Z //ModfpA ModfpB ' //ModfpA⊗B
is naturally isomorphic to the functor which sends (M,N) to M ⊗N .
Proof. First note that for a right exact symmetric monoidal category C , there is a
natural equivalence
SymPsMon(CatR)[A,C ] ' SymPsMon(Rex)[ModfpA ,C ]
between the category of symmetric strong symmetric monoidal functors A → C
and the category of right exact strong symmetric monoidal functors ModfpA → C .
This follows from the abstract framework developed by Hyland, Power and Lo´pez
Franco mentioned in Remark 5.4. It can also be seen directly, following the proof
of [IK86, Theorem 5.1].
Applying this and Theorem 5.2 twice, we get an equivalence
SymPsMon(Rex)[ModfpA Mod
fp
B ,C ]
' SymPsMon(Rex)[ModfpA ,C ]× SymPsMon(Rex)[ModfpB ,C ]
' SymPsMon(CatR)[A,C ]× SymPsMon(CatR)[B,C ]
' SymPsMon(CatR)[A⊗B,C ]
' SymPsMon(Rex)[ModfpA⊗B ,C ]
which is natural in C . By Yoneda we get the desired equivalence
ModfpA Mod
fp
B 'ModfpA⊗B
of symmetric monoidal categories. Note that what we have proved is a special
case of the fact that a left biadjoint functor preserves bicategorical coproducts. In
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particular, the above equivalence is given by the essentially unique strong symmetric
monoidal functor which is compatible with the two respective coproduct inclusions.
To finish the proof it suffices to check that the composite
ModfpA ⊗ModfpA Z //ModfpA ModfpA ' //ModfpA⊗B
is isomorphic to the strong symmetric monoidal functor
ModfpA ⊗ModfpA →ModfpA⊗B
which sends (M,N) to M⊗N . Since the domain is a bicategorical coproduct in the
category of symmetric monoidal R-linear categories and strong symmetric monoidal
R-linear functors (see Theorem 5.2), it suffices to check that the two composites
with the coproduct inclusions are naturally isomorphic. We have already noted
that the equivalence
ModfpA Mod
fp
B 'ModfpA⊗B
is compatible with the coproduct inclusions by construction. The functor Z com-
mutes with the coproduct inclusions (up to isomorphism) because the forgetful
functor
Rex→ CatR
is symmetric monoidal (see Proposition 5.3). 
6. Tensor products of weakly Tannakian categories
The goal of this section is to show that weakly Tannakian categories are closed
under the Kelly tensor product. Throughout this section, we fix two weakly Tan-
nakian R-linear categories A and B, with fiber functors
w : A →ModA and v : B →ModB
respectively.
Recall from §5 that a right exact monoidal category is precisely a pseudomonoid
in the monoidal 2-category (Rex,). This implies that A  B is a right exact
symmetric monoidal category, and that
w  v : A B →ModfpA ModfpB
is a strong symmetric monoidal right exact functor.
From Proposition 5.6 we know that ModfpA Mod
fp
A ' ModfpA⊗B . Therefore
w  v is a natural candidate for a fiber functor of A  B. It is right exact by
construction, so we only need to check that it is faithful and flat. In order to
do this we use the construction of the right exact tensor product described in
Proposition 2.10. In addition to the notation introduced there we also use the
abbreviation
LexΣ = LexΣ[(A ⊗B)op,ModR]
and we write
A B J // LexΣ I // [(A ⊗B)op,ModR]
for the natural inclusions. Given a commutative R-algebra A, we let
U : ModA →ModR ,
be the forgetful functor. We let
L : LexΣ →ModR
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be the restriction of LanY Uw ⊗ Uv to LexΣ.
We briefly outline the proof strategy. Instead of proving that w  v is faithful
directly, we give an expression of w  v in terms of the more familiar functor L
(see Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2). We then use the explicit formula for computing Kan
extensions from [Kel05] to show that L is conservative and exact (see Lemmas 6.3
and 6.4). This is the key fact needed for showing that A B is ind-abelian and
that w  v is a fiber functor.
Lemma 6.1. There is a natural isomorphism LanY Uw⊗Uv ∼= LR, and the functor
L is a left adjoint.
Proof. It is a general fact that if a right adjoint factors through a reflective sub-
category, then the left adjoint sends the unit of the reflection to an isomorphism.
This follows for example from the fact that the unit whiskered with the left adjoint
is the mate of an identity natural transformation.
Thus, to show that
(LanY Uw ⊗ Uv)η : LanY Uw ⊗ Uv ⇒ (LanY Uw ⊗ Uv)IR = LR
is an isomorphism, it suffices to check that the right adjoint of LanY Uw ⊗ Uv
factors through LexΣ. This follows from the fact that Uw⊗Uv sends sequences in
Σ to right exact sequences. 
Lemma 6.2. The diagram
A B J //
wv

LexΣ
L

ModfpA Mod
fp
B
' //ModfpA⊗B
U //ModR
commutes up to natural isomorphism.
Proof. Since all the functors involved are right exact, we can use the universal
property of Z : A ⊗ B → A  B, that is, it suffices to check that the outer
rectangle of the diagram
A ⊗B Z //
w⊗v

∼=
A B J //
wv

LexΣ
L

ModfpA ⊗ModfpB Z //ModfpA ModfpB ' //ModfpA⊗B U //ModR
commutes up to isomorphism (cf. [Kel05, Theorem 6.23]). By Lemma 6.1 we have
LJZ = LRY ∼= (LanY Uw ⊗ Uv)Y ∼= Uw ⊗ Uv.
Using Proposition 5.6 we find that the lower composite is isomorphic to Uw ⊗ Uv
as well. 
Lemma 6.3. Let C and D be a small R-linear categories. If F : C →ModR is a
filtered colimit
F ∼= colimi∈I C (ci,−)
of representable functors, then there is an isomorphism
(6.1) LanY F (H) ∼= colimi∈I H(ci)
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natural in H ∈ [C op,ModR]. If G : D →ModR is also given by a filtered colimit
G ∼= colimj∈J D(dj ,−)
of representable functors, then there is an isomorphism
(6.2) LanY F ⊗G(H) ∼= colim(i,j)∈I×J H(ci, dj)
natural in H ∈ [(C ⊗D)op,ModR].
Proof. Since C is small, we have
LanY F (H) ∼=
∫ C
H(c)⊗ F (c)
(see [Kel05, Formulas (4.31) and (3.70)]). Using the assumption on F , the fact that
colimits commute with each other, and the Yoneda lemma, we find that∫ C
H(c)⊗ F (c) ∼=
∫ C
G(c)⊗ colimi∈I C (ci, c)
∼= colimi∈I
∫ C
H(c)⊗ C (ci, c)
∼= colimi∈I H(ci),
which shows that (6.1) holds. Similarly we find that
LanY F ⊗G(H) ∼=
∫ C⊗D
H(c, d)⊗ F (c)⊗G(d)
∼=
∫ C⊗D
H(c, d)⊗ colimi∈I C (ci, c)⊗ colimj∈J D(dj , d)
∼= colim(i,j)∈I×J
∫ C⊗D
H(c, d)⊗ C (ci, c)⊗D(dj , d).
Using the Fubini Theorem for coends and the Yoneda lemma we get∫ C⊗D
H(c, d)⊗ C (ci, c)⊗D(di, d) ∼=
∫ C ∫ D
H(c, d)⊗ C (ci, c)⊗D(dj , d)
∼=
∫ C
H(c, dj)⊗ C (ci, c)
∼= H(ci, dj),
which shows that (6.2) holds. 
Lemma 6.4. The left adjoint L : LexΣ →ModR is exact and conservative.
Proof. Since Uw and Uv are flat, they can be written as filtered colimits
Uw ∼= colimi∈I A (ai,−) and Uv ∼= colimj∈J B(bj ,−)
of representable functors.
Since limits in the reflexive subcategory LexΣ are computed as in the category
of presheaves, exactness of L follows from (6.2) and the fact that filtered colimits
commute with finite limits in the category of presheaves.
Since w and v are faithful, the restrictions of the left Kan extensions LanY w and
LanY v to Ind(A ) and Ind(B) are conservative. It follows that both LanY Uw and
LanY Uv are conservative when restricted to ind-objects. Now let α : H0 → H1 be a
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morphism in LexΣ with the property that L(α) is an isomorphism. By Lemma 6.3
this is equivalent to
(6.3)
colim(i,j)∈I×J αai,bj : colim
(i,j)∈I×J H0(ai, bj)→ colim(i,j)∈I×J H1(ai, bj)
being an isomorphism.
By definition of Σ, Hk(a,−) lies in Ind(B) for every a ∈ A and Hk(−, b) lies
in Ind(A ) for every b ∈ B. Since Ind(A ) = Lex[A op,Σ] is closed under filtered
colimits, it follows that
colimj∈J Hk(−, bj) ∈ Ind(A )
for k = 0, 1. From the natural isomorphism
LanY Uw
(
colimj∈J Hk(−, bj)
) ∼= colimi∈I colimj∈J Hk(ai, bj)
∼= colim(i,j)∈I×J Hk(ci, dj)
(see Lemma 6.3) and from (6.3) it follows that LanY Uw sends the morphism
colimj∈J α−,bj : colim
j∈J H0(−, bj)→ colimj∈J H1(−, bj)
in Ind(A ) to an isomorphism. Thus colimj∈J α−,bj is an isomorphism in Ind(A ).
Since a natural transformation is an isomorphism if and only if all its components
are, it follows that
colimj∈J αa,bj : colim
j∈J H0(a, bj)→ colimj∈J H1(a, bj)
is an isomorphism for every a ∈ A . Using Lemma 6.3 again, we deduce that
LanY Uv(αa,−) : LanY Uv
(
H0(a,−)
)→ LanY Uv(H1(a,−))
is an isomorphism for every a ∈ A . Since the restriction of LanY Uv to Ind(B) is
conservative, it follows that αa,− is an isomorphism, hence that αa,b is invertible
for every (a, b) ∈ A ⊗B. This concludes the proof that L is conservative. 
Lemma 6.5. The category LexΣ is locally finitely presentable and abelian, and
A B coincides with the full subcategory of finitely presentable objects. Moreover,
for every object X ∈ A B there exists a finite family of objects (Ai, Bj) ∈ A ⊗B
together with an epimorphism
⊕i,jZ(Ai, Bj)→ X.
Proof. The reflections of the representable functors in LexΣ form a strong generator
by the Yoneda lemma. Since filtered colimits commute with finite limits, LexΣ is
closed under filtered colimits in the category of all presehaves on A ⊗B. It follows
that the reflections of the representable functors are finitely presentable, hence that
LexΣ is a locally finitely presentable category. Since L is exact and conservative
(see Lemma 6.4), LexΣ is also abelian.
Since the Z(A,B) form a strong generator, for every X ∈ LexΣ there exists an
epimorphism
⊕i,jZ(Ai, Bj)→ X
where (Ai, Bj) is a (possibly infinite) family of objects in A ⊗B. If X is finitely
presentable, the restriction to some finite subfamily is still an epimorphism. Since
the kernel of this epimorphism is finitely generated (see Lemma 2.1), there exists
an epimorphism onto it from some finitely presentable object X ′. By applying the
same argument to X ′ we find that X is in the closure of the Z(A,B) under finite
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colimits. This shows that finitely presentable objects of LexΣ lie in A B. The
converse inclusion follows from the fact that finitely presentable objects are closed
under finite colimits. 
Theorem 6.6. The category A B is weakly Tannakian, and the composite
(6.4) A B wv //ModfpA Mod
fp
B
' //ModfpA⊗B
is a fiber functor.
Proof. The category A B is ind-abelian by Lemma 6.5. Thus it suffices to show
that the composite (6.4) is a fiber functor and that every object in A B admits
an epimorphism from an object with a dual.
We first show that the composite (6.4) is a fiber functor. We have already
observed that it is strong symmetric monoidal, so it only remains to check that
it is faithful and flat. By Lemma 6.2 it suffices to check that LJ is faithful and
flat. Since L : Ind(A B) →ModR is a conservative and exact left adjoint (see
Lemma 6.4), this follows from the characterization of flat functors on ind-abelian
categories in Proposition 3.5.
It remains to show that every object X ∈ A B admits an epimorphism from
an object with a dual. Since we already know that there is an epimorphism
⊕i,jZ(Ai, Bj)→ X
for some finite family of objects (Ai, Bj) ∈ A ⊗B (see Lemma 6.5), it suffices to
check this for X = Z(A,B). By Corollary 5.5, Z is strong monoidal, so it preserves
objects with duals. Therefore it suffices to give a morphism
(A′, B′)→ (A,B)
in A ⊗B whose domain has a dual and whose image under Z is an epimorphism.
To do this, choose epimorphisms p : A′ → A and q : B′ → B such that A′ and B′
have a dual. Then (A′, B′) ∼= (A′, I)⊗(I,B′) has a dual, and Z sends the morphism
(A′, B′)
f⊗idB′// (A,B′)
idA⊗q // (A,B)
to an epimorphism because, by construction, Z sends sequences in Σ to right exact
sequences. 
6.1. Right exact tensor products of categories of quasi-coherent sheaves.
We are now ready to prove that the category of finitely presentable quasi-coherent
sheaves on the product of two Adams stacks is given by the right exact tensor
product of the categories of finitely presentable quasi-coherent sheaves on the two
factors.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. We follow the strategy outlined in §1.2. Let X and Y be
Adams stacks. The contravariant pseudofunctor
QCohfp(−) : AS op → RM
from Adams stacks to right exact symmetric monoidal categories is an embedding
by [Sch12, Theorem 1.3.3]. Since Adams stacks are closed under products (see
Theorem 4.1), we know that X × Y is an Adams stack. Thus QCohfp(X × Y ) is
a bicategorical coproduct in the image of QCohfp(−).
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From Theorem 5.1 we know that QCohfp(X)  QCohfp(Y ) is a bicategorical
coproduct in RM . Thus, if we can show that it lies in the image of QCohfp(−),
it must be equivalent to QCohfp(X × Y ).
In Theorem 6.6 we proved that weakly Tannakian ind-abelian categories are
closed under the right exact tensor product. The conclusion therefore follows from
the Tannakian recognition theorem (see Theorem 1.6). 
Remark 6.7. The above proof of Theorem 1.7 shows that the contravariant pseudo-
functor
QCohfp(−) : AS op → RM
from Adams stacks to right exact symmetric monoidal categories sends finite prod-
ucts to finite coproducts.
The fact that the category of coherent sheaves on the product of two noether-
ian schemes with the resolution property is given by the Deligne tensor product
of the categories of coherent sheaves of the two factors follows immediately from
Theorem 1.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let X and Y be noetherian schemes with the resolution
property, and assume that X × Y is noetherian. From Theorem 1.7, we know that
there is an equivalence
QCohfp(X × Y ) ' QCohfp(X)QCohfp(Y )
of symmetric monoidal R-linear categories, where  denotes the right exact tensor
product. The assumption that X×Y is noetherian implies that QCohfp(X×Y ) =
Coh(X × Y ) is abelian. Therefore the right exact tensor product satisfies the
defining universal property of the Deligne tensor product. 
Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 5.2
Theorem 5.2 is a categorification of the fact that the tensor product of commu-
tative algebras is a coproduct in the category of commutative algebras, and it is
proved in essentially the same way. Fix a pseudomonoid (A, p, i) in M . We will
show that the functor
(A.1) SymPsMon(A0, A)× SymPsMon(A1, A)→ SymPsMon(A0 ⊗A1, A)
which sends (f, g) to p · f ⊗ g and the functor
(A.2) SymPsMon(A0 ⊗A1, A)→ SymPsMon(A0, A)× SymPsMon(A1, A)
which sends h to (h · A0 ⊗ i1, h · i0 ⊗ A1) are well-defined and mutually inverse
equivalences. To see that they are well-defined, we have to show that p : A⊗A→ A,
A0 ⊗ i1, and i0 ⊗A1 are symmetric strong monoidal.
By the coherence theorem for monoidal bicategories [GPS95], it suffices to prove
this for symmetric monoidal Gray monoids in the sense of [DS97]. In order to do
that we use the string diagram notation for Gray monoids introduced in [Sch11,
§11.1].
The first observation we use is that
⊗ : M ×M →M
is a symmetric monoidal pseudofunctor, that is, a sylleptic monoidal pseudofunc-
tor between symmetric monoidal 2-categories (see [DS97, Definition 15]). Giving a
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symmetric pseudomonoid in M amounts to giving a symmetric monoidal pseudo-
functor
∗ →M .
Thus ⊗ lifts to a pseudofunctor between the respective 2-categories of symmetric
pseudomonoids (see [DS97, Proposition 16]). Unraveling the definitions (and using
the notation from [DS97]), the product on A⊗A is given by the composite
(A⊗A)⊗A⊗A A⊗ρA,A⊗A // (A⊗A)⊗ (A⊗A) p⊗p // A⊗A ,
and the symmetry is given by
AR−1
S−1
R−1A
AνA
γA2 Aγ
AρA pA2 Ap
ρ AρA pA2 Ap
where R and S denote the modifications which replace the hexagon axioms in a
braided monoidal 2-category. The multiplication of a commutative abelian group
is a group homomorphism, so it does not seem unreasonable to expect that the
product p : A⊗A→ A and the unit i : I → A are strong symmetric monoidal mor-
phisms, and that the coherence 2-cells are symmetric monoidal natural transforma-
tions. The first fact would for example follow if we could show that a pseudofunctor
T : M → N is sylleptic monoidal if and only if
M ×M
+3χ
⊗ //
T×T

M
T

N ×N ⊗ // N
is braided monoidal. Unfortunately, on [DS97, p. 125], it is only proved that χ is
monoidal, not that it is braided. Instead of proving this result in full generality
we outline how to check that it holds in the particular case we are interested in.
This is greatly simplified by Lack’s coherence theorem [Lac00, Theorem 3.5 and
Remark 3.6] for (non-symmetric) pseudomonoids, which states that any two 2-cells
built from associators and unit isomorphisms coincide if they have the same source
and target.
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Lemma A.1. Let (A, p, i) be a symmetric pseudomonoid. Then the 2-cells
α
Aα−1
Aα
α−1
AγA
pAppA2AρA
pA2 Ap p
and ρ−1
i
i Ai p
endow the morphism p : A ⊗ A → A with the structure of a symmetric monoidal
morphism.
Proof. The fact that the 2-cells in question endow p with the structure of a (not
necessarily symmetric) monoidal morphism is a consequence of the description of
braided monoidal pseudofunctors given in [DS97, p. 125]. It only remains to check
that p is symmetric. This follows by first applying the defining equation
γA
R−1
Aγ
α
ρ
pA p
Ap p
=
α
γ
α
ρ Ap p
ppA
of a symmetric pseudomonoid twice, and then using Lack’s coherence theorem.
Here the gray circle denotes the pseudonaturality isomorphism of ρ. 
Lemma A.2. Let (A, p, i) be a symmetric pseudomonoid. Then the unique 2-cell
p · i× i ∼= i
which exists by Lack’s coherence theorem and the identity on i endow i : I → A with
the structure of a symmetric monoidal morphism. Moreover, the natural transfor-
mations λ : p · i⊗A→ idA and ρ : p ·A⊗ i→ id are monoidal.
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Proof. The morphism in question is monoidal by Lack’s coherence theorem. To see
that it is symmetric, it suffices to apply the equation
Aγ
p
pAi
iA
ρI,I
=
λ
ρ−1
Ai p
piA
from [DS97, p. 121]. This equation can also be used to show that λ and ρ are
monoidal. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. The functor (A.1) is well-defined by Lemma A.1, and the
functor (A.2) is well-defined by Lemma A.2. To check that (A.1) and (A.2) are
mutually inverse equivalences, we need to construct natural symmetric monoidal
isomorphisms between the respective composites and the identity functors. Since a
symmetric monoidal 2-cell is simply a monoidal 2-cell between symmetric monoidal
1-cells, it suffices to construct a monoidal isomorphism.
The composite of the two canonical 2-cells
p · h⊗ h ·A0 ⊗ i1 ⊗ i0 ⊗A1 ∼= h · (p0 ·A0 ⊗ i0)⊗ (p1 · i1 ⊗A1) ∼= h
is monoidal. Indeed, the first of these 2-cells is monoidal since
ϕ2 : h : (p0 ⊗ p1) ·A0 ⊗ ρA1,A0 ⊗A1 ⇒ p · h⊗ h
is monoidal (this is a general fact about braided monoidal 1-cells, see [DS97, p. 126]).
The second 2-cell above is monoidal by Lemma A.2.
It remains to check that the invertible 2-cells
p · f ⊗ g · (i0 ⊗A1) ∼= p · i⊗A · g ∼= g
and
p · f ⊗ g · (A0 ⊗ i1) ∼= p ·A⊗ i · f ∼= f
are monoidal. By symmetry, it suffices to consider the first of these, which by
Lemma A.2 amounts to showing that ϕ0 : fi0 ∼= i is symmetric monoidal. This is im-
mediate from the definition of the monoidal structure on i and i0 (see Lemma A.2).

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